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Welcome



“ The quality of our customer conversations is really changing. The cloud is no longer seen as a utility or a place to store things. It’s increasingly what’s giving our customers their advantage.” Diane Greene, SVP, Google Cloud



Welcome We’re really excited to be delivering this e-book as a resource to



At Next ’17, we announced new products, solutions, and



our customers and all others in the cloud community. We’ve been



innovations that are driving value for our customers. In the



asked to share insights and highlight up-and-coming solutions



following pages, you’ll read about Cloud Spanner, the world’s first



and trends, and Google Cloud Next ’17 was a great opportunity to



horizontally scalable relational database; our new Video Intelligence



do just that. What you’ll find in this e-book are the most important



API, which uses machine learning to identify objects within videos;



takeaways from the event, which we hope provide a useful



Jamboard, a digital whiteboard designed to power new forms



framework to power your business forward.



of collaboration; new developer tools and ways to get started;



At Google, we’ve been building and operating a hyperscale cloud for a long time, and our goal has remained the same: make it easy to build and run great software, and deliver it securely on a global scale that customers can trust. Google Cloud runs on the same infrastructure that powers all of Google’s services—from Search to Gmail to YouTube—for billions of users. With Google Cloud, we opened up the same infrastructure, development platforms, and services to our customers.
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and much, much more. Most importantly, you’ll learn how our customers are using Google Cloud to fuel their success. Get ready for what’s next.



If you took all the servers from one of our largest data centers, and stacked them on top of one another, they’d be...



A Look into Our Infrastructure



over



5,000 ft taller than Mt. Everest.



In one of our complexes in the Netherlands, there are over



10,000 miles of cable



—the distance from San Francisco to Tokyo and back!



We’ve invested over $30 billion into our cloud platform infrastructure to develop the world’s biggest, most powerful, highly secure network.



We’ve committed more than



$2.5 billion to renewable energy projects.
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Over



700 engineers



at Google are devoted to securing the platform.



Google Infrastructure Security Layers



Internet Communication



Operational and Device Security



Traditionally, organizations have looked to the public cloud for cost savings, or to augment private data center capacity.



User Identity



However, organizations are now also looking to the public cloud for security,



Storage Services



realizing that providers can invest more in people and processes to deliver



Hardware Infrastructure



secure infrastructure. Learn More
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Service Deployment



M V Phase 1



Phase 2



Migrate existing apps onto Google VMs.



Let Google help you move your data to a managed database.



Meeting You Where You Are Most of our customers are still grappling with the challenge of managing their existing infrastructure. During the Day 1 keynote, Alphabet CEO Eric Schmidt outlined a simple, multi-phased journey to the cloud.
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Phase 4



Phase 3



Work with Google and our partners to ﬁnd value.



Build over time, and slowly invest in cloud-native services.



Google Cloud Partners



See all partner announcements



Read More



Our partnering philosophy is driven by a set of principles that emphasize openness, innovation, fairness, transparency, and shared success in the cloud market. Here are highlights from just a few of our partners: Google’s partnership with SAP includes certification of



The data management leader’s expanded partnership



SAP HANA on GCP, new G Suite integrations, and future



with Google Cloud provides joint customers with reduced



collaboration on building machine learning features into



data storage costs and increased compliance and



intelligent applications.



eDiscovery readiness.



As our first CRE technology partner, Pivotal is working



Intel and Google Cloud launched several efforts covering



hand in hand with Google to bring the principles of



IoT, Kubernetes, and TensorFlow, including optimizations,



Google SRE to their flagship product, Pivotal Cloud



a developer program and toolkits, and the new Intel® Xeon®



Foundry, on GCP.



processor, now available on GCP.



The global consulting firm highlighted a mobility



PwC continues to help companies reinvent their business



solution it designed for Rentokil, a global pest



and service delivery models by creating cloud solutions



control company, built as part of their partnership



that are helping organizations reduce costs, accelerate



with Google Cloud.



innovation, and increase productivity.
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“Google Cloud is a natural extension of our mission statement to make information accessible and useful.” Sundar Pichai, CEO, Google Inc.



24/7 Resiliency for a Major Retailer The Home Depot is known for its landmark stores. But 80% of their customers visit HomeDepot.com before they come to the store. The Home Depot collaborated with Google Cloud Platform’s Customer Reliability Engineering team to migrate HomeDepot.com to the cloud



60% of The Home Depot’s online applications run on



in time for their biggest sales events of the year: Black Friday and Cyber Monday. About 60% of The Home Depot’s online applications now run on Google Cloud. In addition to allowing the company to better manage huge traffic spikes at peak shopping throughout the year, the move



Simple 6-month migration



to cloud has increased cost savings and operational efficiencies, and offered better ways of building and deploying applications.



Flawless Black Friday and Cyber Monday performance



Watch Video
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Watch Day 1 Keynote
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Trusted Infrastructure



“ We’ve been building and operating a hyperscale cloud for a long time, and our goal has remained the same: make it easy to build and run great software, and deliver it on a global scale reliably and securely.” Urs Hölzle, SVP, Technical Infrastructure, Google Cloud



In the coming pages, you’ll read about new innovations in cloud infrastructure:



Secure, Trusted Infrastructure



Network: Google’s unparalleled global network and new cloud regions coming soon to California, Montreal, and the Netherlands



Google Cloud Platform customers serve over 1 billion unique end users every day through their Compute: We’re doubling the number of vCPUs you can run in an



GCP applications. What makes this possible is that



instance from 32 to 64 and offering up to 416GB of memory



we started from first principles: designing every element of our infrastructure so that developers and IT professionals could be uniquely productive, while enjoying unprecedented scale, reliability, and security.



Pricing: Our new Committed Use Discounts can get you up to 57% off the list price on Google Compute Engine*



Watch the Keynote Security: Data Loss Prevention (DLP), Identity-Aware Proxy (IAP), Security Key Enforcement (SKE), Key Management System, and our purpose-built Titan security chip



*Terms and Conditions apply. See link for full details.
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Google Network



Learn More



FASTER (US, JP, TW) 2016



Unity (US, JP) 2010



SJC (JP, HK, SG) 2013



Monet (US, BR) 2017
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Three New Regions



Learn More



3



Netherlands Oregon



California



2



Iowa



3



4 3



3 3



London



Montreal



3



Belgium



N Virginia



Finland



2 3



3



Frankfurt 3



S Carolina 3



3



Mumbai



2



#



#



Current regions and number of zones



3



Taiwan



Singapore



São Paulo



Future regions and number of zones
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Sydney



N E W



60% cheaper



Innovative Pricing Models Only Google Cloud Platform is truly elastic: you buy



$0



upfront –24%



Sustained use discount



–21%



List price differences



–15%



Rightsizing recommendations



only what you need, only when you use it, and you automatically get discounts for sustained usage. We even alert you with Rightsizing Recommendations when there are opportunities to use resources more efficiently.



Other Provider
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Security with Google Cloud



Watch the Keynote



At Next ’17, we unveiled key innovations that keep our customers’ data more secure:



$! "#



!" $! #$



Data Loss Prevention (DLP)



Identity-Aware Proxy (IAP)



Security Key Enforcement (SKE)



Key Management System



API for GCP (now in beta)



for GCP (now in beta) lets you



for GCP and G Suite (now generally



for GCP (now generally



lets you scan for more than



manage granular access to



available) allows you to require



available) lets you generate,



40 sensitive data types so



applications running on GCP



security keys be used as the



use, rotate, and destroy



you can identify and redact



based on risk, rather than the



two-step verification factor for



symmetric encryption keys



sensitive data.



“all-or-nothing” approach of



stronger authentication whenever



for use in the cloud.



VPN access.



a user signs into G Suite or accesses a GCP resource.
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Titan Titan is Google’s purpose-built security chip to establish hardware root of trust for both machines and peripherals on cloud infrastructure, allowing us to more securely identify and authenticate legitimate access at the hardware level. Purposebuilt hardware such as Titan is a part of Google’s layered security architecture, spanning the physical security of data centers to secure boot across hardware and software to operational security. See it in action during Next



Watch Now
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Scaling and Securing the World’s Notes Moving to the public cloud has been a natural progression for Evernote as it looks to provide a seamless experience for its users and boost productivity with new features and services. Evernote initially built a private cloud infrastructure that serves users and data on any device, anywhere in the world. By moving its data center operations to Google Cloud, Evernote can focus on its core competency: providing customers with the best experience for taking, organizing, and archiving notes.



moved to the cloud



Read More
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Smarter Computing



“ The companies that win are going to be the ones that shed the mundane, take advantage of state-of-the-art technology, and actually put people to work as intellectual horsepower to create new enduser value for their customers.” Brian Stevens, VP, Cloud Platforms, Google Cloud



Cloud Spanner, the first horizontally scalable, globally consistent relational database service



Data at the Core of Business



for mission-critical applications



No matter what business you’re in, data is at the center of it. In a data-rich world, the key differentiator is a company’s ability to store, process, and analyze data



Google Cloud Dataprep, an intelligent cloud data service to visually explore, clean, and prepare data for analysis



quickly and effectively. Video Intelligence API, which makes videos Google Cloud offers an array of products and services



searchable and discoverable



designed to help companies manage data more effectively. In the coming pages, you’ll read about:



Cloud Machine Learning Engine, a managed service that enables you to easily build machine learning models
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End-to-End Integrated Analytics Data Source



Google Cloud provides a platform for end-to-end integrated data and analytics management, so you’re making data-based decisions no matter where your data is coming from—or going.



Ingest



Transform



Analyze



Visualize and Predict



Dataﬂow



Dataprep



BigQuery



Data Studio 360



Web



Mobile Devices



IoT



Pub/Sub



Cloud ML Engine



Other Data
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“ If you can imagine combining the massive reach of Google Cloud Platform with the power of AI and making it available to everyone, then we stand to witness a greater improvement in quality of life than any other time in history.” Dr. Fei-Fei Li, Chief Scientist of AI/ML, Google Cloud



Democratizing Artificial Intelligence As a technology reaches more people, its impact becomes more profound. This is why the next step for AI must be democratization: lowering the barriers to entry and making it available to the largest possible community of developers, users, and enterprises. This requires rare expertise and resources few companies can afford on their own, which is why the cloud is the ideal platform for AI. That’s also why we’re making huge investments in machine learning, and releasing powerful, easy-to-use tools that give every cloud customer an entry point to democratized AI.
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Cloud Machine Learning by Vertical Manufacturing



Retail



Healthcare and Life Sciences



• Predictive maintenance or condition monitoring



• Predictive inventory planning



• Alerts and diagnostics from real-time patient data



• Warranty reserve estimation



• Recommendation engines



• Disease identification and risk satisfaction



• Propensity to buy



• Upsell and cross-channel marketing



• Patient triage optimization



• Demand forecasting



• Market segmentation and targeting



• Proactive health management



• Process optimization



• Customer ROI and lifetime value



• Healthcare provider sentiment analysis



• Telematics



Travel and Hospitality



Financial Services



Energy, Feedstock and Utilities



• Aircraft scheduling



• Risk analytics and regulation



• Power usage analytics



• Dynamic pricing



• Customer segmentation



• Seismic data processing



• Social media—consumer feedback and interaction analysis



• Cross-selling and upselling



• Carbon emissions and trading



• Sales and marketing campaign management



• Customer-specific pricing



• Customer complaint resolution



• Creditworthiness evaluation



• Smart grid management



• Traffic patterns and congestion management
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Video Intelligence API Cloud Video Intelligence API lets you easily search and discover video content by providing information about entities inside video content through an easy-to-use REST API. In a keynote demo, we searched through a Google commercial that aired during the Super Bowl where Cloud Video Intelligence automatically identified entities—dog, birthday cake, car, traffic— allowing us to instantly jump to the part of the video where these entities appear. It’s the latest offering in our robust suite of machine learning APIs, which also include: Cloud Jobs API, Cloud Natural Language API, Cloud Speech API, Cloud Translation API, and Cloud Vision API. Learn More
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Cloud Spanner No-Compromise Relational Database Service When building applications, database administrators and developers have been forced to choose between traditional databases that guarantee transactional consistency, or NoSQL databases that offer simple, horizontal scaling and data distribution. Cloud Spanner breaks that dichotomy, offering both of these critical capabilities in a single, fully managed service. Cloud Spanner is the first horizontally scalable, globally consistent relational database service for mission-critical applications. Read the blog post.
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Watch the Video



N E W



Cloud Dataprep Visually Explore, Clean, and Prepare Data for Analysis Google Cloud Dataprep is a serverless, browser-based service that can significantly cut the time it takes to prepare data for analysis. Dataprep helps you easily connect to your data source, visually explore your data, and automatically identify data types and anomalies, and suggests data transformations intelligently. Dataprep then creates a data pipeline in Google Cloud Dataflow, and cleans the data for further analysis. Prepare structured or unstructured data for analysis with clicks, not code. Learn more about Google Cloud Dataprep, Dataflow, and BigQuery. 
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of data scientists view data prep as the least enjoyable part of their jobs (Forbes)



Drilling Down into Genomic Data The Colorado Center for Personalized Medicine (CCPM) is conducting breakthrough research through the analysis of patient DNA to predict disease risk and develop targeted treatments based on an individual’s genetics. To do this, CCPM relies on Health Data Compass, an enterprise health data



Reduces querying time from 8 hours to 15 minutes



warehouse that integrates patient genomic data from CCPM and electronic health records. Health Data Compass migrated to Google Cloud Platform and Tableau Software, which together can handle massive data sets and powerful visual data analyses, while costing less and allowing for easy scalability as CCPM grows. Significant to CCPM’s decision was the ability of Google Cloud Platform, including Google BigQuery, to support HIPAA compliance.



Cuts operating costs for software licenses, maintenance, infrastructure, and support Delivers answers to researchers in less time Scales storage on demand to meet increasing



Read about how CCPM derived faster and better answers at less cost.



Read More
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data requirements



Watch Day 2 Keynote
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Open Development Environments



“ Our strategy is simple: we’re going to be the open cloud, and we’re going to enable people to innovate faster.” Eric Brewer, VP Infrastructure, Google



Openness Is in Our DNA Open ecosystems are the foundation of the Internet— and of digital innovation itself. Google has been committed to openness from the beginning. We’ve released more than 20 million lines of code in over 900 projects, including Chromium, TensorFlow, and the world’s most popular container management system, Kubernetes. With each breakthrough, we’ve contributed these innovations right back to the community into open source. Learn more about the benefits of open APIs, open source, and open cloud.



Watch Now
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TensorFlow™ TensorFlow is an open-source software library for numerical computation using data flow graphs. Nodes in the graph represent mathematical operations, while the graph edges represent the multidimensional data arrays (tensors) communicated between them. The flexible architecture allows users to deploy computation to one or more CPUs or GPUs in a desktop, server, or mobile device with a single API. TensorFlow was originally developed by researchers and engineers working on the Google Brain Team within Google’s Machine Intelligence research organization for the purposes of conducting machine learning and deep neural networks research. We open-sourced it to enable widespread innovation in machine intelligence. Learn More
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Jeff Dean Google Senior Fellow



Serverless Innovation



App Engine



Google has been a pioneer in serverless computing since App Engine’s release in 2008, when we made this promise to developers: bring your code, we’ll handle the rest. GCP takes a serverless approach to



Dataflow



many products across compute, databases, big data



BigQuery



analytics, and its growing ecosystem of services—all just an API call away.



Serverless, Just Code.



Learn More



Cloud Functions
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Cloud ML



N E W



Open Development on Google App Engine In 2008, we launched Google App Engine, a pioneering serverless runtime environment that lets developers build web apps, APIs, and mobile backends at Google scale and speed. App Engine now supports Node.js, Ruby, Java, Python, Go, PHP, and .NET Core. Developers can replace these defaults and bring their own language runtimes, supply their own Docker container, and bring any library or framework to App Engine: just add code.



Get started with App Engine.



Learn More
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Google Cloud Functions Beta Cloud Functions is a completely serverless environment to build and connect cloud services without having to manage infrastructure. Billing occurs only while the function is executing, metered to the nearest 100 milliseconds. Cloud Functions is a great way to build lightweight backends and to extend the functionality of existing services. Respond to file changes in Google Cloud Storage or incoming Google Cloud Pub/Sub messages, perform data processing/ETL jobs, or provide a layer of logic to respond to webhooks emitted by events on the Internet. Get started with Cloud Functions.



Learn More
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Firebase: Google Cloud’s Mobile Platform



iOS, Android, and mobile web developers have created over



Serverless is also beneficial to mobile apps, where you want to focus on building a great user experience, not



1 million



managing infrastructure. Developers can now access GCP services directly through Firebase, Google Cloud’s mobile platform for app developers. Firebase has firstclass integration across many GCP products including Cloud Functions, Cloud Storage, and BigQuery. Firebase



Firebase projects since



also shares a unified Terms of Service with GCP.



Get started with Firebase.



Google I/O last year



Learn More
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Light Through the Cloud Philips Lighting, a global leader in lighting based in the Netherlands, designed its Philips Hue line so people could control their lighting from smartphone apps. In order to do this, Philips needed a



200 million transactions every day



backend platform that would let the apps securely access, monitor, and interact with the new lighting system. The company uses a full suite of Google Cloud Platform services to enable the out-of-home connections between the Philips Hue bridge, which acts as the hub that connects communication



Google Container Engine (powered by Kubernetes) and



between the lights, a user’s app, and any third-party apps



Google Compute Engine handle 200 million transactions



connected into the system.



Let their story enlighten you.



every day, including 18 million remote lighting commands.



Read More
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Beyond Productivity



“ Productivity is moving from chaos to order, and Google goes beyond productivity to elevate your work. We are using machine learning to automate mundane tasks so businesses can focus on truly creative work.” Prabhakar Raghavan, VP Apps, Google Cloud



Technology That Brings Teams Together G Suite is a set of intelligent apps for business that allow you to do your best work seamlessly from any device, anywhere.



Communication



Collaboration and Storage



Security and Administration



Business email, shared calendars, and video conferencing that brings your team closer together from anywhere.



Create, edit, store, and share documents, spreadsheets, and presentations in your browser and across devices.



Secure, fast, and easy IT administration management across your organization, data, and devices.



In just one year, we launched 300+ features and updates for G Suite; at Next ’17, we announced our next generation of collaboration and communication tools.
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Jamboard: Team Collaboration, Redesigned At Next, we introduced Jamboard for G Suite—a collaborative, digital whiteboard that makes it easy for your team to share and capture ideas in real time, around the globe. Grab images and content from the Web and bring them straight into your “jam.” Pull in work from Docs, Sheets, and Slides, or add photos stored in Drive. To capture your ideas clearly, Jamboard is packed with tools like sticky notes and stencils as well as intelligent features like handwriting and shape recognition. See how it works.



Watch Now
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Hangouts Chat, for Real Teams Tackling Big Things Hangouts Chat is an intelligent communication app for teams that takes direct messaging in Hangouts and evolves it to reflect the way modern teams talk business. Dedicated virtual rooms create a lasting home for each project, with threaded conversations so your team’s progress is easy to follow. Chat’s deep integrations with G Suite and partners like Asana, Box, Zendesk, and more make it easy to bring the rest of your workflow into the conversation. Powerful, filterable search in Chat makes it easy to find all your content dating back to the start of the project. Plus, with help from the intelligent bot @Meet, you can set up time to meet live without leaving the virtual room. Watch the Demo
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Hangouts Meet Makes Meetings Matter We also introduced Hangouts Meet for G Suite, a new video meeting experience with one goal: make joining meetings effortless so that people can be as productive as they are when they’re face to face. Simply start your meetings with a shared link—no accounts, plugins, downloads, or hassles. Meet provides a dial-in number so you can quickly connect from wherever you are, whether you have a data connection or not.



Get more business done, today.



Learn More
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Enterprise-Ready Tools for Google Team Drives Google Drive has always made it easy for individuals to safely store, sync, and share files. But as larger companies move to the cloud, there’s more to think about—like the risk of data breaches, bumpy migrations, and compatibility with legacy tools. Our team has been working hard to solve these complexities for the enterprise. That’s why we’re introducing powerful additions to Drive that can help your organization: • Create, share, and work confidently as a team with Team Drives • Stay in control of sensitive company data with Google Vault for Drive • Migrate easily to the cloud with our latest acquisition, AppBridge • Access Drive files on Mac/PC faster, using less disk space with Drive File Stream • Find relevant files immediately with Quick Access, powered by Google Machine Intelligence



Watch the breakout session.



Watch Now
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Whirlpool Speeds Up Product Innovation with G Suite Whirlpool has proven itself a leader in manufacturing and technology, with products like IoT-enabled washers and LED lighting. Tradition-rich companies like Whirlpool are embracing technology to succeed, but making that change can be the biggest challenge. The global information services team at Whirlpool spearheaded a cloud-first



39,000 Google Hangouts on average each month



strategy that would help the company’s long-term vision come to life. They needed a technology partner that aligned with their goals and with the “Winning Workplace”—a new approach to improving happiness, health, productivity, and



230 Chromebox for meetings devices installed



communication at Whirlpool. So they decided to move to G Suite—not just because their employees wanted it, but because they also saw the technology as a key enabler in bringing great products to market faster. Watch Video
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More than 34,000 Chrome browser users



Watch Day 3 Keynote



That’s a Wrap From unparalleled infrastructure, to customer value and product innovation, Google Cloud Next ’17 showcased insights and solutions from across the industry. Whether you’re an enterprise or a startup, we’re committed to meeting you where you are: Google Cloud is here to help you build what’s next.



Thank You Thank you for being an important part of our community, and the inspiration behind this event!



Let’s Stay Connected
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